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The Martindale ring of quotients of a prime ring R was introduced in 
[ 151 as a tool for studying rings satisfying a polynomial identity. The con- 
cept was extended to semiprime rings in [I]. This ring of quotients has the 
virtue of being easily constructed and being an absolutely necessary 
ingredient in the study of Galois theory of rings and the study of prime 
ideals in ring extensions. See, for example, [9, 10, 223 on Galois theory, 
14, 14, 191 on crossed products, [2] on differential operator rings, and [7, 
8, 131 on normalizing extensions. On the other hand, this quotient ring is 
really too big and furthermore it is defined asymmetrically. Because of this, 
it has been necessary to consider certain subrings. In particular [ 151 uses 
the central closure RC, [ 181 introduces the normal closure RN and [lo] 
uses what appears to be, and actually is, a symmetric version of the Mar- 
tindale ring of quotients. 
Because of the numerous applications, a good deal of work has gone into 
computing RC and RN for certain classes of rings. For example, [S] dcter- 
mines the central closure of group rings, [ 12, 16, 171 consider the normal 
closure of certain coproducts of rings, [20, 211 compute RN for certain 
group rings, and [23] studies crossed products. 
We briefly discuss the Martindale ring of quotients. We then introduce 
the symmetric version Q,(R) and obtain some elementary properties. 
However, for the most part we are concerned with specific computations. 
For example we consider free algebras and large classes of group algebras. 
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In fact, as will be apparent, most of this paper is devoted to the study of 
group algebras. We have been rather selective in our choice of examples; 
each is really there for a reason. Furthermore for the sake of simplicity we 
do no always offer the best possible result. For example, we have restricted 
our attention to prime rings and, for the most part, to groups with trivial 
finite conjugate center. It is clear that much of what we do here extends to 
crossed products and to more general groups. However, these extensions 
would necessarily complicate our arguments and are therefore more 
appropriately put off to a later paper. 
This paper starts with two problems posed by S. Montgomery, namely to 
determine es(R) for free algebras and for group rings of free groups. It 
then expands in a number of different directions but the theme remains the 
same. 
1. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
We first introduce the Martindale ring of quotients. Let R be a prime 
ring and consider the set of all left R-module functionsf: J -+ RR where A 
ranges over all nonzero two-sided ideals of R. Two such functions are said 
to be equivalent if they agree on their common domain which is a nonzero 
ideal since R is prime. That this is an equivalence relation follows from 
LEMMA 1.1. Letf: RA + RR with A 4 R. If Bf = 0 for some ideal B with 
O#BsA, then Af=O. 
Proof: Let a E A. Since Ba G B and f is a left R-module map we have 
0 = (Ba) f = B(af ). Thus since R is prime, af = 0. 
We let f denote the equivalence class off and let Q, = Q,(R) be the set of 
all such equivalence classes. The arithmetic in Q, is defined is a fairly 
obvious manner. Suppose f: RA -+ RR and g: RB + RR are given. Then p+ S 
is the class off + g: .(A n B) + RR and 32 is the class of the composite 
function fg: ,J BA ) -+ RR. It is easy to see that these definitions make sense 
and, by Lemma 1.1, that they respect he equivalence relation. Furthermore 
the ring axioms are surely satisfied so Q, is a ring with 1. Finally let 
rp: R R + RR denote right multiplication by r E R. Then the map r -+ i, is 
easily seen to be a ring homomorphism from R into Q,. Moreover if r # 0 
then Rr, # 0 and hence i, # 0. We conclude therefore that R is embedded 
isomorphically in Q, with the same 1 and we will view Q, as an over-ring of 
R. It is the left Martindale ring of quotients of R. 
Suppose f: RA + RR and a E A. Then ap f is defined on RR and for all 
rE R we have 
r(a,f) = (ra)f = r(af) = r(af ),. 
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Hence ci,f= (G), and the mapftranslates in Q, to right multiplication by 
j This leads to the following abstract characterization of Q,. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let R be a prime ring. Then Q, = Q,(R) satisfies: 
(1) Q,(R) 2 R with the same 1, 
(2) if q E Q, then there exists 0 #A 4 R with Aq C_ R, 
(3) ij’qEQ,, O#AaR, andAq=O, then q=O, 
(4) iff: RA + RR is given wlith 0 # A 4 R, then there exists q E Q, with 
aq=affor all aEA. 
Furthermore Q, is uniquely determined by these properties. 
Prooj: In view of Lemma 1.1 and the preceding paragraph, it is clear 
that Q, satisfies the four properties (l)-(4). We need only show that if Q 
and Q’ satisfy (l)-(4) then they are R-isomorphic. For this we define a map 
o: Q + Q’ as follows. 
Let q E Q and choose any 0 # A u R wi?h Aq G R. Then the map a ---f aq 
is a left R-module map from A to R so by (4) there exists q’ E Q’ with 
aq=aq’ for all aE A. It follows easily from (3) that q’ is uniquely deter- 
mined by q independent of the choice of A and we set q’= 4”. Clearly 
q’ = q” is the unique element of Q’ with aq = aq” for all elements a in some 
nonzero ideal of R. From this we conclude easily that (T is a 
homomorphism which is the identity on R. 
Now we reverse the roles and define r: Q’ -+ Q in a similar manner. Then 
(4’)’ satisfies aq’ = a(q’)’ and we see that cx = rr~ = 1. 
One can of course define Q,(R), the right Martindale ring of quotients of 
R in a similar manner. It is obtained from the set of all right R-module 
homomorphisms g: B, + R, with 0 # Bu R and it satisfies a result 
analogous to the above. 
We briefly consider two well-known examples. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let R be a domain, that is a ring without zero divisors. 
(i) If R is commutative then Q,(R) is the field of fractions of R. 
(ii) If R = K(x, y) is the free algebra over the field K in the noncom- 
muting indeterminates x and y, then x and y are zero divisors in Q,(R). 
Proof (i) Let Q be the field of fractions of R. We show that Q 
satisfies (l)-(4) of the preceding result. Since (1) (2), and (3) are obvious, 
we need only consider (4). Thus suppose .f: RA + RR and let a, b be non- 
zero elements of A. Then 
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yields ~‘(a$) = b- ‘(bf), an equation in Q. This implies that the fraction 
a-‘(uf) is constant for all nonzero elements of A and if q E Q is this con- 
stant value, then af = aq for all a E A. 
(ii) Let I be the augmentation ideal of R = K(x, y), that is the set of 
all polynomials in x and y with zero constant term. Then I= Rx + Ry is 
clearly free as a left R-module with basis (x, y}. Thus we can define 
f: /J-i RR by xf = 1 and yf = 0 and there exists q E Q,(R) with xq = 1 and 
yq=o. 
It is because of (i) that Q, is a ring of quotients and it is because of (ii) 
the Q, is in some sense too big. Fortunately there is a smaller, better 
behaved ring which suffices for the applications; it is the symmetric Martin- 
dale ring of quotients Q,(R). We choose to define it abstractly by its proper- 
ties and then prove its existence later on. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let R be a prime ring. Then the ring Q,Y = Q,V( R) is uni- 
quely determined by the properties: 
(1) Q,(R) 2 R with the same 1, 
(2) if q E Q., then there exist 0 # A, B 4 R with Aq, qB E R, 
(3) ifqEQs andO#IaR, then either Zq=O or qZ=O implies q=O, 
(4) let j RA -+ RR and g: B, --+ R, be given with 0 #A, B a R and 
suppose that ,for all a E A, b E B we have (Gf) b = a(gb), then there exists 
qEQ,s(R) withaf=aq,gb=qbforallaEA, bEB. 
ProoJ: We proceed as in the proof of Proposition 1.2. Let Q, Q’ both 
satisfy (l)-(4) and let qE Q. Choose 0 #A, B a R with Aq, qBc R and 
define f: RA + RR and g: B, + R, by af = aq and gb = qb. Then 
(af) b = (aq) b = a(qb) = a(gb) 
so ,f and g satisfy the balanced condition of (4). Thus there exists q’ E Q’ 
with aq=af=aq’ and qb= gb=q’b for all aE A and bE B. With this 
observation, the earlier proof can now apply. 
We view the formula (af) b = a(gb) in (4) as either a balanced or an 
associativity condition. We remark that given (2) above, part (3) can be 
weakened to a one-sided condition. 
LEMMA 1.5. In the above context, (3) is equivalent to either of the con- 
ditions: 
(3’) ifqEQ,s and O+ZaR, then Zq=O implies q=O, 
(3”) ifqEQ, andO#IaR, then qI=O implies q=O. 
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Proof: Certainly (3) implies (3’). Conversely assume that (3’) is satisfied 
and say qJ = 0 with 0 # J Q R. Let 0 # Id R with Iq c R. Since R is prime, 
J # 0 and 0 = Z(qJ) = (Zq) J, we have Zq = 0. Thus by (3’), q = 0. 
We are now ready to prove the existence of Q,(R). One approach of 
course is to modify the proof of the existence of Q, by considering 
equivalence classes of ordered pairs (f, g) of balanced functions. However, 
we can avoid this by identifying Q, as a specific subring of Q,. 




We will show that S is a ring satisfying the four conditions of 
Proposition 1.4. 
Let q,,q2ES with q,B,, q2B,c_R. Then clearly (q1+q2)(B,nB,) and 
q1q2B2 B, are both contained in R. Thus S is a ring satisfying condition 
(1). By definition of S and properties of Q,, S also satisfies (2) and (3’) and 
therefore also (3). 
Finally let f: RA --t RR and g: B, + RR be balanced functions with 0 #A, 
B u R. By properties of Q, applied to f, there exists q E Q, with cf = aq for 
all a E A. By the balanced condition with then have 
a( gb) = (af) h = (aq) b = a(qb) 
so A(gb - qb) = 0. Since gb - qb E Q,, this yields gb = qb for all b E B. In 
particular, qB = gB c R so q E S. Since uf = uq and gb = qb, S satisfies (4). 
Thus es(R) is the ring used in the Galois theory applications of [9] and 
[lo]. We observe now that, in comparison with Lemma 1.3(ii), Qs is quite 
close to R. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let R be a prime ring. 
(i) If R is a domain, then so is es(R). 
(ii) If XE R is right (or kft) regular in R, then it is right (or left) 
regular in Q,(R). 
Proof: (i) Let q,, q2 E Q,(R) with q1 q2 = 0 and choose 0 # A I, A, a R 
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with A,q,, qzA,cR. Then (A,q,)(q,A,)=O and since R is a domain, 
either A,q, =0 or q2A,=0. Thus q, =0 or q2=0. 
(ii) Let Xq = 0 for some q E Q, and choose 0 #A 4 R with qA c R. 
Then X(qA) = 0 and since X is appropriately regular in R, we have qA = 0 
and therefore q = 0. 
2. FREE RINGS 
Let R be a ring with 1. An element x E R is normal if Rx = xR. In par- 
ticular every central element of R is normal. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a prime ring. 
(i) If x # 0 is a normal element of R, then x is invertible in Qs( R). 
(ii) If Z is the center of R, then every nonzero element of Z is inver- 
tible in QJ R) and Q,JR) contains the central localization Z ‘R. 
Proof: Let x # 0 be normal. Then A = Rx = xR is a nonzero two-sided 
ideal of R and hence x is clearly regular in R. Thus A is a free left and right 
R-module with generator x and we can define f: RA -+ RR and g: A, + R, 
by (rx) f = r and g(xr) = r. Since the balanced condition is clearly satisfied, 
there exists q E Qs( R) with xq = xf = 1 and qx = gx = 1. Thus q = x- ’ and 
(i) is proved. Part (ii) is immediate since the nonzero elements of Z are all 
normal. 
We say that a prime ring R is symmetrically closed if R = Q,(R). In view 
of the above, if R is symmetrically closed then every nonzero normal 
element of R is invertible and the center of R is a field. In this section we 
study free algebras R = K(x, y,...). The goal is to show that these rings are 
symmetrically closed. By the preceding comments it is clear that K must be 
a field, not just a commutative domain, and that R must have at least two 
free generators. For convenience we let S be the free semigroup with 1 
generated by x, y,... and we view K(x, y,...) as the semigroup algebra 
H-W. 
A subset A of S# = S\l is separated if for all a, b E A, if w # 1 is an initial 
segment of a and a final segment of b then we must have a = w = 6. We use 
Ia/ to denote the length of a. All this notation will remain in force until 
Theorem 2.5 is proved. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a separated subset of S and let a, b E A and s, t E S. 
(i) Zfas=bt then a=b, s= t. 
(ii) Zf sa=tb then a=b, s=t. 
rES.(‘.’ ’ 
III) fas=tbandeithers#l ortfl thens=rbandt=arforsome 
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Proof (i) Say Ial < Ib(. Then as= bt implies that b = ab’. But then 
w = a is an initial segment of b and a final segment of a. Since a = w # 1 we 
have a = w = b and then s = t. Part (ii) is similar. 
(iii) Suppose as = tb. If ItI > Ial then t = ar so as = arb and s = rb. 
Now suppose It(<(a(. Then a=tw with w#l and tb=as=tws so b=ws. 
Thus w is an initial segment of b and a final segment of a and w # 1. This 
yieldsa=w=bandthens=t=l. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let A be a finite subset of S. If S has at least two generators 
then there exist s, t E S with sAt separated. 
Proof. Let S be generated by x, y,..., and choose integer n with n - 2 
larger than the lengths of all elements of A. We claim that x”yAxy” is 
separated. Thus suppose w # 1 is an initial segment of x”yaxy” and a final 
segment of x”JJbxy” with a, b E A. If 1 WI < n then w must be simultaneously 
a power of x and of y, a contradiction. Thus (WI > n. From the xnyaxyn 
term we see that w starts with x” and from the x”ybxy” term we see that w 
ends with y”. But n is suitably larger than Ial so the only y” segment in 
x”yaxy” occurs at the end and thus w =x”yaxy”. Similarly we have 
w = x”ybxy”. 
Let K be a field. We now study the free K-algebra K[S]. We begin with 
elements c1 having separated support. Recall that the augmentation ideal of 
K[S] consists of those elements a with 1 4 Supp CC 
LEMMA 2.4. Let 0 #LX E K[S] have separated support und suppose thut 
fl, y E K[S] with cc/J = ya. Then ‘/ = ~15 + k and /3 = TC( + k for some T E K[S] 
and k E K. Furthermore tf either fi or ; is in the augmentation ideal, then 
k = 0. 
Proof Set A = Supp CC. We assume first that 1 $ Supp /3. If /I = 0, then 
y = 0 so the result follows with r = 0 and k = 0. We therefore suppose that 
B#O. 
Let SE Supp fl and choose any UE A = Supp c(. Then Lemma 2.2(i) 
implies that as is a unique product element in (Supp cc)(Supp /J) so 
as E Supp c$. Thus as E Supp ya and as = tb for some t E Supp y and b E A. 
Since s # 1, Lemma 2.2(iii) implies that s = rb for some r E S. We have 
therefore shown that every s E Supp fl has a final segment in A. 
Write (Y = C,, A k,a with k, E K\O. The above implies that fi = CilEA T:,U 
for some Z:E K[S]. Furthermore since each k, is invertible, we can write 
T; = k,z, so /? = CUE A k,s,a. With this, C@ = ycc yields 
c k,az,a= ct/l=ya= C k,ya. 
LIE A <I EA 
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Now Lemma 2.2(ii) asserts that if an element of S has a final segment in A, 
then that segment is unique. We therefore conclude from the above that 
k,az,a = k,ya for all a E A and hence a~, = y. Since K[S] is a domain, this 
shows that all 5, are equal to say 5. Thus 
p= 1 k,za=T c k,a=ra. 
CZEA UEA 
In addition, ya = a/3 = ~(5~1 yields y = orz. 
It remains to consider the case with 1 E Supp fi. Then p = k + /?’ with 
k E K and l+! Supp p’. If we set y’ = y -k then c$ = ycr yields 
cl/?’ = M(/? -k) = (y - k) a = y’a. 
Thus by the above, /I’ = TU and y’ = cu so /? and y have the appropriate 
form. Finally since A c S # = S\l by assumption, CI is contained in the 
augmentation ideal. Thus if either fi or y is contained in that ideal we must 
have k=O. 
We can now obtain our goal on free rings. This is a result of [ 111 with a 
quite different proof. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let K he a field and let R= K(x, y,...) be the free 
K-algebra on at least two generators. Then R is symmetrically closed. 
Proof: Let q E Q,(R) and let I be a nonzero ideal of R with Zq, qZz R. If 
J is the augmentation ideal of R, then JIJ is a nonzero ideal of R and 
(JZJ) q, q(JZJ) c J. We can therefore assume, replacing I by JZJ, that 
Iq, qlc J. 
Let S be the free semigroup on x, y,... and view R as K[S]. Let CY E r\O 
with A = Supp a. Then Lemma 2.3 implies that for some s, t E S 
sAt = Supp scit 
is separated. Since sut E I, we can now assume that LX E 40 has separated 
support. 
Finally we have qcr = /? E J and aq = y E J. Thus 
aB=clqcr=ya 
so Lemma 2.4 implies that fi = za for some z E R. Therefore qa = b = rcl and 
since Q,(R) is a domain, by Lemma 1.7(i), we conclude that q = z E R. 
Now let R be an arbitrary prime ring and, by Proposition 1.6, view 
Q,(R) as a subring of Q,(R). An automorphism CJ of R is said to be X-inner 
if it becomes inner in Q[(R). Thus c is X-inner if there exists a unit 
q E Q,(R) with qp ‘rq = ra for all r E R. Note that if A is a nonzero ideal of R 
with Aq G R, then 
qA”=q.qp’Aqg R 
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so that q E Q,(R). We denote by X-Inn R the group of all X-inner 
automorphisms. As a consequence of the above we obtain the known result 
(see [ll]). 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let R = K(x, y,... ) be a free algebra. Then 
X-Inn R = 1. 
Proof: If R is commutative the result follows from Lemma 1.3(i) since 
Q,(R) is commutative. If R is noncommutative the result follows from 
Theorem 2.5 since all units of Q,(R) = R are central. 
3. IDEAL SUBRINGS 
A number of examples of interest can be obtained by starting with a 
prime ring S and reducing to a subring R determined by a nonzero ideal of 
S. The key result is 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let K be a field, S a prime K-algebra and let I be a 
nonzero ideal of S. Set R = K $ I c S. Then R is a prime K-algebra with 
Q,(R) = Q.,(Sh Q,(R) = Q,(S), and Q,(R) = QAS). 
Proof. We prove this result for the symmetric ring of quotients. The 
proofs for Q, and Qr are similar. Let 0 # J 4 R. Then 0 # ZJZC J and ZJZ is 
an ideal of both R and S. It follows that R is prime. Note that R G SE 
Q,,(S) and we use the characterization of Q,s(R) given by (l)-(4) of 
Proposition 1.4 to show that Q,(S) = Q,(R). 
Let q E Q,(S) and say 0 #A, B CI S with Aq, qB G S. Then IA and BZ are 
nonzero ideals of R with IAq E IG R and qBI E Zr R. Next suppose 
0 # J 4 R with Jq = 0 or qJ= 0. By the above, J contains a nonzero ideal 
of S and therefore q = 0. Thus Q,(S) satisfies conditions (1 ), (2), and (3) 
for the ring R. - - 
Finally suppose A, B are nonzero ideals of R and that f: RA -+ RR, 
g: BR + R,, and (Cf) b= a( gb). Let A and B be nonzero ideals of S with 
A c A, BE B. We show that j A -+ S is an S-homomorphism. To this end, 
letsES, iEI, andaEA. Sincei,isERandsaEA we have 
i((sa)f)=(isa)f=is(af) 
so Z((sa) f -s(af )) = 0 and hence (sa) f =s(af ). Similarly g: B + S is a 
right S-module homomorphism and the balanced condition is surely 
satisfied. Thus there exists q E QJS) with uf = aq and gb = qb for all a E A, 
b E B. We must show that tif = tiq and g6= qb for all ti E A, 6~ B. For the 
first, let aEA. Then aER and a5EA so 
u(Gf) = (ati) f = (UC) q = a(Gq) 
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and A($-5q) = 0. Since A is a nonzero ideal of S we conclude that 
$= Cq. Similarly g&= qb so the result follows. 
Let R be a prime ring. Then the normal closure RN of R is, by definition, 
the subring of Q,(R) generated by R and all units q of Q[(R) which nor- 
malize R. Such a unit q gives rise to an X-inner automorphism 0 E Aut R 
given by q -‘rq = r” for all r E R. As we observed earlier, these units are 
necessarily contained in Q,(R) so we have R c RN G Q,(R). The following 
example shows that Q,(R) can be properly larger than RN. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let S = K(x, y,...) be a free algebra on at least two 
generators and let Z be a nonzero ideal of S. Then R = K + Z is a domain 
with RN = R and Q,(R) = S. 
Proof It follows from Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 2.5 that 
Q,(R) = Q.As) = s = K<x, Y,... >. 
Furthermore since RN s Q,Y( R) = S and since all units of S are contained in 
K and hence in R, we have RN = R. 
Note that if Z is the ideal generated by x, then S/Z 1: K( y,... ) # K. Thus 
R is properly smaller than S, so RN is properly smaller than Q,(R). 
This method also yields some interesting examples on derivations. We 
briefly describe this here but do not formulate a precise result. It is first 
convenient to observe that if Z is a nonzero ideal of the prime ring R, then 
CR(Z) = Z(R). To this end, let x belong to the centralizer of Z, let i E Z and 
r E R. Then ir, i E Z so we have 
(ir)x=x(ir)=(xi)r=(ix)r 
and hence Z(rx - xr) = 0. Since R is prime, we conclude that x is central in 
R. 
A derivation 6 of R is inner if there exists t E R with 6(r) = tr - rt for all 
r E R. As with automorphisms, we say that 6 is X-inner if it becomes inner 
in Q/(R). Suppose 6 is X-inner and that 6(r) = qr - rq with q E Q,(R). If 
O#AaR with AqER, then qAEAq+d(A)GR so qEQ,(R). 
Now let S = X(x, y,...), let .Z be the augmentation ideal of S and let Z be 
a nonzero ideal of S contained in J. Then Cs(Z) = Z(S) = K. Set R = K+ Z 
so that Q,(R) = QJS) = S. Since la S, each element of J induces an X-in- 
ner derivation on R. In fact since S = K @ .Z, J is isomorphic to the Lie 
algebra of all such X-inner derivations. On the other hand, since R = KO Z, 
I corresponds to the set of all inner derivations on R. Thus we see that J/Z, 
with the usual Lie product, is precisely the Lie algebra of X-inner 
derivations of R modulo the inner ones. 
In the remainder of this section we consider a ring of a somewhat dif- 
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ferent nature. We mention it because it gives rise to an interesting example 
in Galois theory. Let K be a field and let M,(K) denote the set of all 
infinite matrices over K with rows and columns indexed by the positive 
integers. Of course M, is not a ring, but it does contain the ring of row 
finite matrices and the ring of column finite matrices. We will consider a 
common subring of both determined by the finite matrices, that is the 
matrices with only finitely many nonzero entries. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let I be the set of finite matrices in M,(K) and let 
R = K + I. Then R is a prime ring with unique nontrivial ideal I. Furthermore 
Q,(R) = (row finite matrices}, 
Q,(R) = {column finite matrices}, 
and 
Q,(R) = (row and column finite matrices}. 
Proof: The basic properties of R follow easily since, for all n, the finite 
matrix rings M,(K) are simple. We will freely use the fact that Z is the only 
nontrivial ideal of R. Let S = (row finite matrices). Then R s S and we 
show that S satisfies (l)-(4) of Proposition 1.2. Let {e,} denote the usual 
matrix units. 
Let q E S. Then each matrix in Zq is row finite and has only finitely many 
nonzero rows. Thus 1q c ZE R. Next observe that eii E I and that e,;q yields 
the ith row of q. Thus Zq = 0 implies that q = 0 and S satisfies conditions 
(1 k(3). 
Now let f: J+ RR be given. Then 
etif = (e?J f = eii(e,if) 
so eiif is a finite matrix with nonzero elements only in the ith row. We can 
therefore define q = xi”=, e;,,fE S and for this q we have eiif = e,,q for all i. 
Finally 
eiif = eU(ejif) = e&e,,q) = eyq 
so f and q agree on I. We have therefore shown that Qr(R) = S and 
similarly Q,(R) is the ring of column finite matrices. 
It remains to compute Q,(R) and we use its characterization given in 
Proposition 1.6. Thus 
Q,(R)= {qESlqZ&R). 
Since eiiE Z and qeii yields the ith column of the matrix q, we see that q 
must be both row and column finite. This completes the proof. 
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Continuing with this ring R, fix n > 1 and embed M,(K) into Q,(R) by 
sending each GI E M,(K) to the block diagonal matrix diag(a, a,...). Thus the 
image B N M,(K) is a finite dimensional subalgebra of Q,(R) generated by 
units. Furthermore B S% R and, as is easily checked, each unit of B nor- 
malizes the ring R. Thus, in the notation of [22], G=PGL,(K) is an 
N-group of automorphisms of R which is X-inner but not inner. For the 
latter, we merely observe that any element of R centralizes all ekk for k suf- 
ficiently large, but that only the central elements of B have this property. 
This shows that N-groups which are X-inner but not inner do indeed exist. 
4. CLOSURE QUESTIONS 
Let R be a prime ring and let C be the centralizer of R in Q,(R). Then it 
is easy to see that C is a field, C is the center of Q,(R) and CC Q,(R). This 
field C is called the extended centroid of R and RC, the subring of Q,(R) 
generated by R and C, is called the central closure of R. It is known [ 151 
that RC is centrally closed, that is RC is a prime ring equal to its own cen- 
tral closure. On the other hand, RN the normal closure of R is not always 
normally closed. A counterexample can be found in [3]. In this section we 
further study this counterexample and in fact we determine its left, right, 
and symmetric Martindale ring of quotients. From these computations we 
conclude that these quotients also fail to be closure operators. 
Let K be a field and set 
R=K[t][x, yIxy=tyx]. 
This notation we remain in force for the remainder of this section. We 
begin by listing basic properties of R. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let R be as above. Then 
0) R= 0 X3,“=, KCt, yl xn = @ c,“=, y”K[t, xl, 
(ii) R is a domain with center Z= K[t], 
(iii) R is a two-sided Ore domain. 
Proof Part (i) is clear and R is a domain by degree considerations. If 
C fi,( t) y’x’ commutes with x then we must have Ji,.( t) = 0 for all i # 0 and 
similarly if it commutes with y then j$( t) = 0 for all j # 0. Thus the center Z 
is K[t]. Finally, the central localization Z-‘R is easily seen to be a 
Noetherian domain so R is a two-sided Ore domain. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let 0 # Id R. Then there exists zybxa E I for some integers 
a, b 3 0 and some z E Z\O. 
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Proof: Choose a =x1=, aixi E I with ai E K[ t, y], a,,, a, # 0 and n -m 
minimal. If n # m then fl= ay - t”ya E Z and 
/l=C(t’-tm)yaixi 
has one less term, a contradiction. Thus I contains a nonzero element 
a E K[t, y] x0. Now reverse the roles and choose 
a= 
[ 1 
jJ y’a, x”EZ 
i=m 
with aiE K[t], a,,, a, # 0 and n -m minimal. Here the exponent a is 
allowed to vary. If n #m then fl= xa - atmx E I and 
has one less term, again a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let qE Q[(R). Then xazqE R for some integer a 20 and 
some z E Z\O. In addition, if q E Qs( R) then qzyh E R for some b 2 0. 
Proof: Since q E Ql( R), there exists a nonzero ideal I of R with Zq E R. If 
q E es(R) we may further assume that Z is chosen with qZ& R. By 
Lemma 4.2, zybxu E Z for some z E Z\O and some integers a, b 3 0. 
For each integer n 3 0, (zy”x”) xn E Z so by assumption 
Ij,, = (zyhxa) x”q E Zq G R. 
Note that 
xn/& = xyzyhxy q 
= Yh(zyhxU) x”q = p, tnh. 
Now write 
Then 
Bo = 2 YYA-T t). 
xnplJ =c xnyyifi(x, t) = c y1f.(x, t) x”t”‘. 
I I 
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But x”BO is divisible by tnb so 
PbIfi(X, t) t”’ 
for all n, i. We conclude that for i < b we must have fi(x, t) = 0. Thus 
/Jo= c YYii(X, t) = YbY, 
i>b 
where y=Ciab yip’fi(x, t)e R. 
We have therefore shown that 
YbY =&I = (ZY”X”) 4
so yb(y -zx”q) =O. Unfortunately we do not know a priori that Q,(R) is a 
domain so we cannot cancel the yb term. Instead we proceed as follows. Set 
J= {rERJtkrERyb for some k>O}. 
Then J is easily seen to be a nonzero two-sided ideal of R, and since t is 
invertible in Q,(R) by Lemma 2.1 (ii), yb(y - zx”q) = 0 implies that 
J(y - zx”q) = 0. We can now conclude that zx”q = y E R. 
Finally if q E Q,(R), then qls R and a symmetric argument implies that 
qybz E R. 
We can now prove 
THEOREM 4.4. Let K be a field and set 
R= K[t][x, yIxy= tyx]. 
Then 
Q,(R) = Ht)Cx-‘, x, Y I XY = wl, 
Q,(R) = K(t)[Ix, Y, Y-’ I XY = wl, 
and 
Q,(R) = K(t)Cx, Y I XY = ml. 
Proof: First, we consider the symmetric ring Q,(R). By Lemma 2.l(ii), 
the nonzero elements of 2 are invertible in Q, so Qs? Zp’R = 
K(t)[x, ylxy = tyx]. Now let q E Qs and let z, a, b be as in the preceding 
lemma with c1= x”zq and j3 = qzyb both contained in R. Then 
azyb = xazqzyb = xazp 
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so clearly c( has no x term of degree less than a. In particular a = y’x’ for 
some y’ E R. We can move the x0 term to the left provided there are enough 
factors of t available. Thus for some suitably large integer m, t% = 
tmy’xa = x”y with y E R. This yields 
x”y = tmCl = tmxazq 
so since Q, is a domain we have y = t”zq and q E Z-‘R. 
Now we consider Q,(R) and again note that each nonzero element of Z 
is invertible in Q,. Furthermore since Rx u R and the map f: .Rx --t RR 
given by xf= 1 is a well-defined homomorphism, there exists q E Q, with 
xq = xf = 1. Indeed since Rx(qx - 1) = 0, we see that qx = 1 and 
q=x - ’ E QI. Now note that T= {zxn 1 z E Z\O) is a right and left divisor 
set in R. Thus since the elements of T are invertible in Q, we have 
Q,(R)?T-‘R=K(t)[x-‘,x,yjxy=tyx]. 
Finally let q E Q,. Then x”zq E R, by Lemma 4.3, so q E T- ‘R. 
The result for Q,(R) follows by symmetry. 
It is now an easy matter to compute the second quotient Q,(Q,y(R)). 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let R = K[t] [x, y / xy = tyx] and let S he any of the 
quotient rings Q,(R), Q?(R) or Qj( R). Then 
Q,(s) = Qr(s) = Q.s(s) 
=K(t)[x l,x,y-‘,yIxy=tyx]. 
Proof: It is clear from the previous theorem that both x and y are nor- 
mal elements of S. Thus x-r, yP ’ E es(S). Furthermore since T= 
(zyhx” 1 z E K(t)\O} . is a right and left divisor set in S, it follows that 
Q,(S)=,T~‘S=K(t)[x~‘,x,y~‘,y(xy=tyx]. 
On the other hand, if Z is a nonzero ideal of S, then In R # 0 so In T # @ 
by Lemma 4.3. Thus if q E Q, with Zq s S, then we have q E T-IS. Therefore 
T-‘SZQ,(S)=,Q,~(S). 
Thus we see from the above example that neither Q,, Q,., nor Q, is a 
closure operator. In addition we see easily the known fact [3] that RN = 
Z--‘R=S and that SN#S. 
5. STRONGLY SEPARATED GROUPS 
We now begin our work on group algebras K[G]. Basic properties of 
these rings can be found in [24] and we will freely use a number of the 
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more elementary facts. The goal for the most part is to show that large 
classes of such group rings are symmetrically closed. First, we require some 
notation. For any group G, its finite conjugate (fc.) center is defined to be 
A=A(G)={xEG(JG:C=,(X)J<~~). 
That is, d consists of all elements having only finitely many conjugates in 
G. In addition 
A+=A+(G)={x~dlx has finite order}. 
Then it is known (see [24, Lemma 4.1.61) that A and A+ are characteristic 
subgroups of G, A+ is generated by the finite normal subgroups of G and 
A/A + is torsion free abelian. Furthermore, by [24, Theorem 4.2.101, K[G] 
is prime if and only if A +(G) = 1 and hence if and only if A(G) is torsion 
free abelian. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let K[G] be a prime group ring. If K[G] is symmetrically 
closed then A(G) = 1. 
Proof: If K[G] is symmetrically closed, then by Lemma 2.1 (ii), every 
nonzero element of Z, the center of K[G] must be invertible in K[G]. In 
fact, since Z c K[A], these elements are all invertible in K[A]. But A is 
torsion-free abelian, so all units of K[A] are trivial, that is of the form kg 
for some k E KJO, g E A. Since Z is a closed under addition, this implies 
immediately that Z = K. Finally if x E A, then the class sum CI of x is central. 
Thus acK and x= 1. 
Therefore, for the most part, we will assume that A = 1 so that G has no 
finite conjugacy classes other than the identity class. As will be apparent, it 
is the existence of countable conjugacy classes which keep K[G] from 
being symmetrically closed. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let G be a group. The following are equivalent. 
(i) Every nontrivial conjugacy class of G is uncountable. 
(ii) Every nontrivial normal subgroup of G is uncountable. 
(iii) If H is a countable subgroup of G, then coreG H = 1. 
(iv) If H is a countable subgroup of G and A is a finite subset of G, 
then there exists t E G with A’ A H c ( 1 }. 
Proof: Since any countable normal subgroup is a union of countable 
conjugacy classes and since any countable conjugacy class generates a 
countable normal subgroup, it is clear that (i), (ii), and (iii) are equivalent. 
Here of course corec H is the largest normal subgroup of G contained in H. 
Thus if x E corec H, then {x} ’ & H for all t E G, so (iv) implies (iii). 
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Finally assume (i), let A and H be given as in (iv) and let a,, u2,..., a, be 
the nonidentity elements of A. Observe that 
{ZEGIU:EH} = [ cG(~i)~ii 
j= I 
is a (possibly empty) union of countably many right cosets of @Ju,). If 
ij fi C=,(ui)x;;=G 
i=l,=l 
then we conclude, as in [24, Lemma 4.2.11, that IG : C&u,)\ is countable 
for some i, contradicting part (i). Thus there exists t E G not in this union 
and for this t we have A’n Hc { 1). 
We say that G is strongly separated if it satisfies any of the four 
equivalent conditions above. It follows from (ii) that every uncountable 
simple group is strongly separated. 
We also consider a somewhat weaker condition. A group G is separated 
if for every finitely generated subgroup H of G and finite subset A of G 
there exists t E G with A’ n H c { 1). We have the following examples not 
covered by Lemma 5.2. 
LEMMA 5.3. The following groups are separated. 
(i) a free product of infinitely many nontrivial groups, 
(ii) u locally finite group with A(G) = 1, 
(iii) an algebraically closed group. 
ProuJ (i) We can assume that G = F, * F2 *. . . is a countably infinite 
free product. Given H, A we may assume that H, A E F, * F, * ... * F,,. If 
tEF,+, with tfl, then A’nHc{l}. 
(ii) Since finitely generated subgroups of G are finite, this is the 
same proof as the implication (i) + (iv) of Lemma 5.2. 
(iii) Let a,, a?,..., a, be the nonidentity elements of A. Since G is sim- 
ple, A(G) = 1 and we have G # U; Cc(ui). Thus we can choose g E G which 
does not centralize any of the ui. Let H= (h,, h,,..., h,). We claim that 
the finite set of equations 
(hi, g’) = 1 for i = 1, 2,..., n 
has a solution t in some extension group G of G. Indeed we need only take 
G = G wr Z, with Z, = (t ) and then G and G’ centralize each other. Since 
G is algebraically closed, these equations are also satisfied with some t E G. 
For this t, g’ centralizes H. But (a,, g) # 1 so (a;, g’) # 1 and thus a; $ H. 
Therefore WC have A r n H L { 1 }. 
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It follows that if F is free of infinite rank and G is arbitrary, then the free 
product F * G is separated. Furthermore if G is separated then d(G) = 1 
since G has no nontrivial finitely generated normal subgroup. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let H he a subgroup of G, S a subset of K[H] and let 
f: S + K[H] be a function defined on S. Suppose that there exist 
0 # 6 E K[G] and /I?[ E K[G] such that for each t E G, 
for all a E S. Assume that either 
(i) H is finitely generated and G is separated or 
(ii) H is countable and G is strongly separated. 
Then there exists T E K[H] with f(a) = ZCI for all a E S. 
Proof If S=a,x+ ..., with a, ~0, then we can multiply each t 
equation on the left by (a,x))’ changing 6 and B,. But (a,x))’ S has trace 
1 (i.e., its identity coefficient is equal to 1). Thus we can assume that 
tr6= 1. 
Let A = Supp 6. By either assumption (i) or (ii) there exists t E G with 
A’nH={l}, since SEA. Forthis twehavedtf(a)=p,aor 
(tr’ St) f(M) = (t ‘/I!) c1. 
Let 7~: K[G] -+ K[H] be the natural projection. Then J-C is a K[H]- 
bimodule homomorphism and GL, f(a) E K[ H]. Furthermore since 
(tt’At)n H= (1) we have 
7c(t-‘dt)=tr(t-‘St)=tr6=1. 
Thus applying rc to the above equation yields 
f(m)=7z(t-~‘&).f(cf)=n(t-‘jI,).a 
and the lemma is proved with z = n(tp’j?t). 
We will also freely use the left analog of the above. Here f(a) t6 = a/?, 
implies f (a) = ao for some 0 E K[H]. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let G be a group with A(G)= 1 and let qE&,(K[G]). 
Suppose a E K[G] with aK[G] q G K[G]. Then there exists a countable 
subgroup H of G with 
(i) aEK[H], A(H)= 1 
(ii) aK[H] q c K[H]. 
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Proof. Set H, = (Supp a). We construct an ascending sequence of 
countable subgroups H, 5 H, g .. ., such that each element of H,” = 
H,,\ { 1 } has infinitely many conjugates in H, + , and aK[ H,] q s K[H, + ,I. 
To this end, suppose H, is given. Since d(G) = 1, for each h E H,” we can 
find a countably infinite subset T,, of coset representatives of C,(h) in G. 
Now we let H,, 1 be generated by H,, the sets T,, for all h E H,” and the 
sets Supp ahq for all h E H,. It is clear that H, + 1 is countable and has the 
appropriate property for H,. Finally let H = lJ,“= 0 H,, , 
The following is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let K be a field and let G be a strongly separated group. 
Then the group ring K[G] is symmetrically closed. 
Proof. Since G is strongly separated, d(G) = 1 and K[G] is prime. Let 
qEQ,(K[G]) and let O#Za K[G] with ql,lqsK[G]. If aErj0, then 
orK[G] q c K[G] so, by Lemma 5.5, there exists a countable subgroup H 
of G with a E K[H], d(H) = 1 and aK[H] q E K[H]. Thus for any y E S = 
aK[H]EK[H] we havef(y)=yqsK[H]. 
Now fix 6 E r\O and for all t E G set fl, = qt6 E K[G]. Then for all y E S we 
have 
so the left analog of Lemma 5.4 applies. Thus there exists CJ E K[ H] with 
f(y) = ya for all y E S. 
It now follows from the definition of S and f that 
aK[H](q - C) = 0. 
But d(H) = 1 so K[ H] is prime. This shows first that the right annihilator 
of aK[H] in K[H] is zero and then that the annihilator in K[G] is zero. 
Finally we conclude from Lemma 1.7(ii) that the right annihilator of 
aK[H] in Q,(K[GJ) is zero so q=aEK[G]. 
As we said, it is the existence of countable conjugacy classes which keep 
K[G] from being symmetrically closed. 
6. SEPARATED GROUPS 
It is appropriate now to offer some examples of group rings which are 
not symmetrically closed. The following is just a modification of the proof 
of [24, Theorem 3.2.91. 
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LEMMA 6.1. Let K[G] be a prime group ring and let N # 1 be a coun- 
table locally finite normal subgroup of G. Then K[G] is not symmetrically 
closed. 
Proof: Since A+(G) = 1, N must be countably infinite. Let 1 = H, < 
H, < ‘.. be an ascending sequence of finite subgroups of N with N = 
u;” Hi. Let fi, denote the sum of the elements of H, in K[N] E K[G] and 
consider the formal infinite sum s = C,: i Ai. We claim that s defines an 
element of Q,(K[G]) not in K[G]. 
To this end, let Z be the augmentation ideal of K[N]. If CIEZ, then 
CIE K[H,] for some m and then 0= c&~ = gkcl for all kam. Thus the 
sequences of products 
both stabilize for n 2 m and we view those common limiting values as the 
formal products as and SCI, both contained in K[N]. In addition since 
N 4 G, .Z= I. K[G] = K[G] . Z is a two-sided ideal of K[G] and formal 
right and left multiplication by s define balanced module homomorphismsf 
and g from J to KCG]. 
Thus there exists qE Q,(K[G]) with crq = CIS and qa = SCI for all CIE J. 
Finally we show that q$ K[G]. Indeed suppose qE KEG] and write 
q=a+r with ~EK[N] and SupprnN=@. Then ~EK[H,_~] for some 
integer n and we choose x E H, + ,\H,. Since 1 - x E Z and Hk( 1 - x) = 0 for 
all kan+ 1 we have 
(a+r)(l-x)=q(l -x)=s(l -X) 
=(A,+&+ ... +A,)(l-X). 
Comparing terms with support in N then yields 
o(l-x)=(A,+A,+ ... +&)(1-x). 
Finally comparing terms with support in H, we have 
a&,+A,+ ..’ +E-j, 
a contradiction since 0 E K[ H, ~, ] and Z?, # K[ H, - 1]. 
We remark that for each sequence a,, a2 ,... of elements of K, the formal 
sum Cp”=, a,fi, defines a distinct element of Q,Y(K[G]). Thus we see that 
Q,(K[G]) has uncountable dimension as a vector space over K, even when 
G = N is countable. We have 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let G be a locally finite group with A+(G) = 1. Then 
K[G] is symmetrically closed if and only if G is strongly separated. 
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Proof If G is strongly separated, then K[G] is symmetrically closed by 
Theorem 5.6. Conversely if G is not strongly separated then it has a non- 
identity countable normal subgroup N by Lemma 52(ii). Now apply 
Lemma 6.1. 
The element q constructed in Lemma 6.1, while not in K[G], is in some 
sense locally in K[G]. This leads to the following definition. 
Let R be a prime ring and let q E Q,(R). We say that q is locally defined if 
for all CI,, tag,..., c(, E R there exist 6, r E R such that 
a,qER implies cl,q = clio 
qcLiE R implies qa, = ~0. ;
THEOREM 6.3. Let K be a field and let G be a separated group. Then 
every element of Q,(K[G]) is locally defined. Furthermore if each nonzero 
ideal of K[G] contains a regular element, then K[G] is symmetrically 
closed. 
Proof Let qE Q,(K[G]) and let c~i, ct2,..., CL,E K[G] with quie K[G]. 
Let H be the finitely generated subgroup of G generated by the supports of 
ai and qcLi for all i. Then S = {a,, a2 ,..., a,} is a subset of K[H] and 
f(ai) = qa; defines a function f: S + K[H]. 
Let 0 #la K[G] with 41, Zq c K[G] and choose 0 # 6 E I. For each 
t E G, 6t E I so 6tq = 8, E K[G] and then 
otf(a,) = 6tqa, = fira, 
for all a, E S. Lemma 5.4 now implies that there exists z E K[H] with Taj = 
f(ai) = qai. A similar argument on the other side yields the element cr. 
Finally if Z contains a regular element a, then by the above qa = Ta for 
some z E K[G]. Since a remains regular in Q,(K[G]), by Lemma 1.7(ii), we 
conclude that q = z E K[G] so K[G] is symmetrically closed. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Zf G is an algebraically closed group, then K[G] is 
symmetrically closed. 
Proof We know by Lemma 53(iii) that G is separated. Furthermore by 
[24, Corollary 9.4.61, the augmentation ideal Z is the unique nontrivial 
ideal of K[G]. Since G is not periodic, Z contains the regular element x - 1 
for some x E G of infinite order. Now apply Theorem 6.3. 
We will need an extension of the construction given in Lemma 6.1. For 
this we first observe 
LEMMA 6.5. Let a, fl be nonzero elements of the prime group ring K[G] 
with G # 1. For any integer n > 0, there exists 6, E K[G] with 
ISupp aS,BI an. 
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Proof: Since G # 1 and K[G] is prime, G is infinite. Thus any finite 
subset of G is a finite union of cosets of the identity subgroup, a subgroup 
of infinite index. 
Now suppose 6,-, has already been chosen. Observe that Supp agfi 
meets Supp a6, _ , /l nontrivially for only finitely many choices of g E G. The 
usual d-methods (see [24, Sect. 4.21) then imply that there exists g E G not 
in this finite set with aga # 0. Thus 
SuPpa(g+6,~,)B>SuPPa6,~,B 
and we set 6,=g+6,-,. 
We can now prove 
LEMMA 6.6. Let K[G] he a prime group ring and let 0 # I4 K[G]. Sup- 
pose 8,) A, b3 ,... is a sequence qf nonzero elements of K[G] with the 
property that for any a E I there are at most finitely many subscripts i with 
aBi # 0. Then K[G] is not symmetrically closed. 
Proof: It is clear that G # 1. We proceed in a series of steps. 
Step 1. We may assume that for each a EZ there are at most finitely 
many subscripts i, j with afii # 0 and Bia # 0. 
Proqf: Let * denote the natural antiautomorphism of K[G]. Then the 
elements /IT satisfy the dual property with respect to the ideal I*. Since 
K[G] is prime, In I* # 0 and for each i there exists g, E G with Bi g,p,? # 0. 
We now replace Z by In I* and /j’, by p;g,p,?. 
Step 2. We may assume that there exist a,, a2, a3,... EZ such that 
a,p, #O and aifij=O ifj> i. 
Proof: Suppose we have already found a,, a2,..., a,- I E I satisfying the 
above. Since /?, # 0 and K[G] is prime, there exists a,, E I with a,/?, # 0. 
Now there are at most finitely many i with a,/li#O so we can delete those 
/I, with i > n and an/?, # 0. We then renumber the remaining /Ii with i > n 
and continue the process. 
Step 3. We can assume that 
lsuPpa,(Pl+P2+ ... +BJ >n lswPa,l. 
Proof: We will replace each /Ii in turn by a suitable B,S,/?, with 
ai. piSip, # 0. This will certainly maintain the properties of the first two 
steps. Suppose /Ii, /I2 ,..., fi,- 1 have already been modified. The goal is to 
find 6 so that 
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has large support. Since cc,(/?r + flz + . . . + /I, ~ I ) is fixed, we need only find 
6 so that c(,fl,Sfi, has large support. But anPn # 0 and b, # 0 so Lemma 6.5 
supplies the appropriate 6. 
Step 4. The formal sum s = Cp”=, fij defines an element of Q,(K[G] ) 
not contained in K[G]. Hence K[G] is not symmetrically closed. 
Proof. By Step 1, for all a E I the sequences of products 
both stabilize for n sufficiently large. We view these common limiting 
values as the formal products as and so! both contained in K[G]. Further- 
more, it is clear that (as) CI’ = a(scc’) for all ~1, a’ EZ. Thus there exists 
q E Q,(K[G] ) with aq = as and qa = sa for all a E I. Suppose by way of con- 
tradiction that q = z E K[G]. Then for all n 
by Step 2. Since 
IN-w a,4 G lsupp 4 ISwP 71 
and 
lSup~a,(B~ +h+ ... + Bn)l>n ISwPa,l 
by Step 3, we obtain a contradiction when n > ISupp 71. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
We remark that there are variants of group rings which do not have an 
antiautomorphism *. In this case, the q as constructed above is an element 
of Q/(K[G]), the left ring of quotients, and not in K[G]. Alternately we 
could be given a second sequence yr, yz,... with the property that for each 
a E I there are at most finitely many subscripts j with yia # 0. In this case, 
our first step is to replace each pi by a suitable pi giyi # 0 and then proceed 
as above. Thus there are a number of potentially useful variants of this 
lemma. 
7. NORMAL SUBGROUPS 
In this section we obtain information about Q(K[G]) from “large” nor- 
mal subgroups of G. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let N CI G and suppose that both K[N] and K[G] are 
prime. Let q E Q,(K[G]) and let 0 # Ja K[G] with Jq, qJc K[G]. Set I= 
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Jn KIN] and let 7~: K[G] -+ K[N] denote the naturalprojection. Then there 
exists q’ E QS( K[N] ) with 
4aq) = 4, n(qa) = q’a 
for all a E I. 
ProojI If I = 0, take q’ = 0. Thus we may assume Z # 0. Now the maps 
$ Z-r K[N] and g: Z-t K[N] given by 
~f=7-4%J), SD = n(d) 
are clearly left and right KEN]-module homomorphisms, respectively. 
Furthermore if ~1, BE Z, then since aq, q/? E K[G], and a, Zl E K[N] we have 
(af) B = 4ccq) B = 4FlP) 
= @J4qP) = 4sP). 
It follows that there exists q’E Q,(K[N]) with n(aq) = czf = aq’ and n(qa) = 
get = q’cr. 
If HEG we set 
D,(H)= {xEGI IH: C,(x)l <co}. 
Then D,(H) is a subgroup of G with D,(H) n H= D,(H) =d(H). If 
Ha G, then D,(H) u G. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let N 4 G with C,(N) = 1 and suppose that both K[N] 
and K[G] are prime. Zf K[N] is symmetrically closed, then so is K[G]. 
Proof: Since K[N] is symmetrically closed we have d(N) = 1, by 
Lemma 5.1. Hence D,(N)n N=d(N) = 1. This shows that D,(N) cen- 
tralizes N so D,(N) = @,JN) = 1, by hypothesis. It follows from [6, 
Theorem l] that every nonzero ideal of K[G] meets K[N] nontrivially. 
Let X be a transversal for N in G. 
Let qEQ,(K[G]) and let Of Ja K[G] with Jq, qJs K[G]. By the 
above, Z= Jn K[N] is a nonzero ideal of K[N]. For each x E X, J(qx-‘), 
(4x-l) Jc K[G] so Lemma 7.1 implies that there exists ~,EQ,(K[N]) 
with “(crqx-‘) = ccz, for all sol. But K[N] is symmetrically closed, by 
assumption, so each r, E K[N]. 
Let CI E Z. Then aq E K[ G] so clearly 
c1q= c 7c(GLqx-‘) x= c cft,x. 
xtx xczx 
Note that a priori there could be infinitely many nonzero z,. However, this 
is not the case. Indeed since OX, E K[N] and crq E K[G], we see that for 
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each c1 E Z there are at most finitely many x E X with c1r, # 0. Since K[N] is 
symmetrically closed, Lemma 6.6 now implies that there are only finitely 
many nonzero z, so z=C,~~~~XEK[G]. 
Finally we have rxq = ar for all c( E Z so Z(q - 2) = 0. But Z = J n K[G] 
implies that Z is G-invariant and hence that K[G] . la K[G]. Since 
K[G].Z(q--t)=O we deduce that q=zEK[G]. 
We remark that the above proof is formulated to apply equally well to 
the left Martindale ring of quotients. Thus we have 
THEOREM 7.3. Let N Q G with C,(N) = 1 and suppose that both K[N] 
and K[G] are prime. Zf Q,(K[N]) = K[N], then Q,(K[G]) = K[G]. 
Of course the right analog of this also holds. Indeed in view of the 
antiautomorphism * of K[G], it is clear that for any prime group ring 
K[G], Q,(K[G]) = K[G] if and only if Q,(K[G]) = K[G]. 
COROLLARY 7.4. Zf G is a nonabelian free group, then K[G] is sym- 
metrically closed. 
Proof: Suppose first that G is infinitely generated. Then G is separated 
by Lemma 5.3(i). Thus since K[G] is a domain, we conclude from 
Theorem 6.3 that K[G] is symmetrically closed. 
For the general case, we note that G has a normal subgroup N with G/N 
infinite cyclic and N free of infinite rank. Furthermore C,(N) = 1 so 
Theorem 7.2 yields the result. 
The following result was proved in [21] using the same ring but a 
somewhat different proof. 
COROLLARY 7.5. Let G be any group. Then there exists a domain R with 
X-Inn R/Inn R 2: G. 
ProoJ Map a free group F onto G, and by enlarging F if necessary we 
can assume that the kernel N is nontrivial. Then K[F] maps onto K[G] 
with kernel I# 0, the augmentation ideal of K[N] extended to K[G]. Set 
S = K[F] and R = K+ Z so that these are both domains. By 
Proposition 3.1 and the previous result we have 
Q,(R) = Q,(s) = KC0 
In particular the X-inner automorphisms of R are induced by certain units 
of K[F]. 
Now F is an ordered group so all units of K[F] are trivial, that is con- 
tained in 
k?F= {kf IkEflO, f EF}. 
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Since la K[F], all these units normalize R. On the other hand, the units 
of R are clearly those elements of KoF congruent to some field element 
modulo Z. Hence PN is the unit group of R and we conclude that 
X-Inn R/Inn R 2: KoF/KoN N F/N N G. 
In the next result we allow Qs(K[N]) to be a nontrivial extension of 
K[N]. Indeed here N is a torsion free abelian group, so K[N] is a com- 
mutative domain and Qs(K[N]) is its field of fractions. Note that the 
following applies to the larger ring Q[(K[G]). 
THEOREM 7.6. Let K be a field and let N q G with N free abelian. 
Assume that every nonzero ideal of K[G] meets K[N] nontrivially. Zf Z 
denotes the center of K[G], then 
QAKCGI) = QAKCGI) = Z-‘KCGI. 
Proof: Note that K[N] is a domain so the hypothesis on ideals implies 
that K[G] is prime. Also Q,(K[G]) contains the central localization 
Z-‘K[G]. 
Since N is free abelian, K[N] is a unique factorization domain. 
Moreover since all units of K[N] are trivial, that is in PN, each 
associativity class of primes contains finitely many members with trace 1. 
Observe that G acts as automorphisms on K[N]. If ~1 is a prime with trace 
1 and [p] is its associativity class, then C,([p]) permutes the finitely 
many members of [p] with trace 1 so lC,( [p]) : C&)1 < co. Furthermore 
C,(p) permutes the support of p. Thus we see that either 
IG : C,([p])l = 00 or PE K[Nn A(G)]. 
Let q E Q,(K[G]) and let 0 # Ja K[G] with Jq E K[G]. By assumption, 
Z= Jn K[N] # 0 and let ‘n: K[G] + K[N] denote the natural projection. 
Since the map f: Z-+ K[N] given by ef = n(uq) is clearly a left K[N]- 
module homomorphism, there exists q’ E Q[(K[N]) with z(crq) = af = ccq’. 
By Lemma 1.3(i), q’ = y/b is contained in the field of fractions of K[N]. We 
show now that q’ E Z ‘K[N] and to this end we may suppose y # 0. 
Since Z= Jn K[N], we know that Z is G-invariant. In particular if 
a~rj0, then PEZfor all XEG and 
Thus /? 1 cl”y for all x E G. Write c1= ~811~~~ ... ,u, with u a unit of K[N], 
6 E K[Nn A] and pl, Pi,..., pE primes of trace 1 with infinitely many dis- 
tinct G-conjugates. Note that for each i, ,u: can be a prime factor of p only 
for x in a specific finite union of cosets of C,( [pi]). Thus since each such 
subgroup has infinite index in G, by assumption, [24, Lemma 4.2.11 
implies that for some g E G we have pp t /3 for all i. From fi ( cr”y we deduce 
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that PI (~6)~ y so q’=r//?=r’/s’ for some ~‘EK[N] and ~‘EK[N~ A]. 
Now 6’ has finitely many G-conjugates and their product is a nonzero 
element of Z. Since q’ = y’/6’ we conclude that q’ E Z-‘K[N]. 
Finally let X be a transversal for N in G. Then for each XE X, since 
Jqx ~ ’ c K[G], the above implies that 




In addition, since crq E K[G] and any nonzero element c( E ZE K[N] is 
regular in K[N], we conclude immediately that there are only finitely 
many nonzero r l[. Thus 
and Z(q - r) = 0. Since I is G-invariant, K[G] . Z is a nonzero ideal of K[G] 
and K[G] .Z(q-t)=O implies that q=zeZ-‘K[G]. The result for 
Q,(K[ G] ) follows by symmetry. 
This of course also says that Q,(K[G]) = Z-‘K[G]. The assumption on 
the ideals of K[G] is satisfied in a number of interesting cases. For example 
we have 
COROLLARY 7.7. Let N 4 G with N free ahelian and self-centralizing. Zf 
Z denotes the center of K[G], then 
QdKCGl) = Q,WCGl) = Z-‘KCGI. 
COROLLARY 7.8. Let G he a pol-vcL’clic-bvTfinite group with K[G] prime. 
If Z denotes the center qf K[G], then 
Q/(KCGl) = QAKCGI) = Z-‘KCGI. 
Proof. Corollary 7.7 follows from [24, Lemma 7.4.91 and the fact that 
any automorphism of N centralizing a subgroup of finite index must be 
trivial. For Corollary 7.8, we take N to be the Zalesskii subgroup of G. 
Since K[G] is prime, A+(G) = 1 and N is torsion free abelian of finite rank 
(see [ 24, Theorem 9.1.171). 
We remark that it is not generally true of prime Noetherian rings R 
that Q,(R) = RC, the central closure. Proposition 4.5 contains a counter- 
example. 
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8. COMMENTS 
One can treat field extensions in the same way that normal subgroups 
were studied. If F is a field extension of K, then F[G] is free over K[G] 
with a basis obtained from F. Furthermore, by [24, Corollary 9.1.3(ii)], if 
O#J-=IF[G] and ifd(G)= 1, then JnK[G]#O. In the other direction, if 
0 # Id K[G], then FZa F[G]. With these hints, the following are exer- 
cises. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let F be a field extension of K. Then K[G] is sym- 
metrically closed if and only if F[G] is symmetrically closed. 
THEOREM 8.2. Let F be a field extension of K. Then Q[(K[G]) = K[G] 
if and only if Q,(F[G]) = FCC]. 
In closing, we mention a number of natural questions which arose in the 
course of this work and which were not settled. 
(1) Compute Q,(R) for an arbitrary 2-fir R. Must it equal the central 
closure RC? 
(2) Let R = R0 and define R, inductively by R, + , = Qs( R,). Can this 
sequence continue to grow or must it eventually stabilize? 
(3) Let G be a group. Is G separated if and only if corec H= 1 for 
every finitely generated subgroup H of G? In particular is a nonfinitely 
generated simple group always separated? 
(4) If q E Q,(R) is locally defined, can we always take CT = r? 
(5) If d(G) = 1, must every element of Q,(K[G]) be locally defined? 
(6) Suppose 0 #la K[G] has the property that for every CI,, CI~,..., 
CI,,E I we have n f(a,) #O and fi r(c(;) #O. Must G contain a nontrivial 
locally finite normal subgroup? 
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